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Embroidered flour sacks in WW I:
Nice souvenirs, serve well as gifts; the profits are worth talking about. *)
“The relic of a heroic people”
The Furnes Bakery Museum owns a collection of four original flour sacks from the First
World War. These flour sacks seem to primarily symbolize a thank you to the United States
of America for the food aid
received during the Great War
between 1914 and 1919. Now
that more and more primary
Belgian sources are available
online, offering the opportunity
for further research, it becomes
evident that the flour sacks in
Belgium have also been
embroidered to serve as
Belgian’s own memories of
food aid during the occupation.
Thanks in part to an exhibition
and article in the 2014 memorial
centennial year, the museum
has been enriched with its own
collection of flour sacks. Five
years ago, in the summer
exhibition, "From America with
love - American food aid during
WWI", the museum exhibited
flour sacks from private
collections and the collection of
the In Flanders Fields Museum
(IFFM), Ypres. In Patakon, June
2014, an extensive article by
Ina Ruckebusch focused on the
Belgian food shortage and the
American relief for the
population in Belgium during
WWI. The U.S. Embassy in
Belgium provided the main
sources.
This article discusses the
culture of remembrance from a
"HEUREUX AGE, A small refugee in Dixmude does not spoil her
Belgian perspective and
provides historical context to the appetite because of the war." Meaningful photo on the cover of the
Christmas issue 1914 of a Brussels magazine. Fig. Le Temps Present,
museum’s collection of flour
December 25, 1914. Source: IFFM
sacks.

*) This article originally appeared in the Dutch language:
Van Kempen, Annelien, Geborduurde meelzakken in WOI: Aardige herinneringen, zeer dienstig als geschenk; het
overschot is het spreken waard. De relikwie van een heldenvolk. Furnes: Bakery Museum, Patakon, tijdschrift
voor bakerfgoed (magazine for bakery heritage), volume 10, number 1, September 2019
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On the left the arrival of flour in the port of Brussels and on the right the warehouse of the CNSA, the walls are
are full of emptied flour sacks printed with attractive images of the foreign mills. Fig. L'événement illustrée,
16 September 1916. Source: IFFM

The display window of this bread bakery advertised 'hygiène et propreté' and 'pétrissage mécanique' ('hygiene
and cleanliness' and 'mechanical kneading') and showed a series of emptied flour sacks and many American
flags. Fig. L’Actualité Illustrée, March 27, 1915. Source: IFFM
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Flour sacks and the bakers
In the autumn of 1914, the bread supply for the
population in occupied Belgium was dire. From poor to
rich, everyone was dependent on imports of grains,
especially wheat, and wheat flour by the Comité de
Secours et d’Alimentation (CNSA) through the
Commission for Relief in Belgium (CRB). The shortages
were palpable, for example in Brussels: ‘La question de
la farine: Il y a en ce moment, dans l’agglomération
bruxelloise, pénurie de farine. … D’ici là, il sera
nécessaire de limiter la consommation du pain.’1 (“The
question of flour: There is currently, in the Brussels
agglomeration, shortage of flour. ... In the meantime, it
will be necessary to limit the consumption of bread”).*)
The bakers made the best of it, as due to the scarcity
they benefited from higher bread prices, but suffered
from the shortage of flour. The first relief cargo of
foreign foodstuffs arrived at the end of November and
within a few weeks the bakeries appeared to receive
suspicions about exorbitant profits, expressed in
revenue per flour sack: “The baker's profit could be
“Samples of American bags in which
calculated at fr. 10.42 per sack of flour worked”.
the flour arrives at us". Fig. Le Temps
Mr. Lebon-Leurs, president of the Chambre Syndicale
Present, March 31, 1915. Source: IFFM
des Boulangers de Bruxelles, refuted the accusations
and explained that the profit per two sacks of flour was 50 centimes at most: ”This profit
does not exceed 50 centimes, not for a sack, but for two sacks of flour, worked by a
conscientious baker, all expenses deducted, naturally without any exception.” A detailed
calculation followed for the interested reader.2
The arrival and distribution of the sacks of foreign flour was so important that it led to local
newspaper reports, such as in St-Josse-ten-Noode, about the receipt of 200 sacks of flour
and the distribution of 176 sacks of flour of 64 kg to the bakeries during the Christmas
season: “FOOD'. - The municipality of St-Josse-ten-Noode, received the 25th and 26th
current, 200 sacks of flour; 176 sacks were distributed among the bakers of the commune
and 24 sacks were given to l’Œuvre de l’alimentation of the commune. Each sack was 64
kilos.”3
At the turn of the year, the city of Louvain received 3,000 sacks of wheat for the Peeters mill
and 1,000 sacks of flour. “Louvain market from January 8th, 1915: Barge “Anton” of
Rotterdam with 3000 sacks of wheat for the Peeters mill. Boat with 1000 sacks of flour.
These two loads: food for the city under the guise of the United States. ...” 4.
In February 1915, the distribution of sacks of flour at the bakeries had started well
throughout Belgium. The bakers showed the empty flour sacks with colorful logos and texts
in their shop windows in April, instead of the breads they baked. “Bakers no longer display
the breads, but the sacks of flour as they receive them from America. These sacks, blue,
marked with white, are very clean and pretty.” 5
*) Note: All citations originally in the Dutch or French language, are translated in English by the author
1 L’écho de la presse internationale: journal belge quotidien d’informations, November 9, 1914
2
La Belgique: journal publié pendant l’occupation sous la censure ennemie, December 11, 1914
3
Le Bruxellois: journal quotidien indépendant, December 30, 1914
4
Journal des petites affiches: weekblad voor het arrondissement Leuven, January 10, 1915
5
Le XXe siècle: journal d’union et d’action catholique, April 13, 1915
3

This gesture of enthusiasm for the reception of the flour and the quality of the bread baked
with it, was to be regarded as an act of Belgian patriotism, a reproach to the German
occupiers and a strong token of thanks to the American protectors.
The business side of displaying the "exotic" flour sacks in the shop windows was the
possibility to sell them. Karel van de Woestijne reported in his diary in April 1915 about the
profitable sale: “Now the bakers find it profitable to offer those sacks for sale. And with
excellent results...”.
The sacks turned out to be very popular with Belgian women, in turn they went to work
towards an act of patriotism and resistance. Van de Woestijne: “... as the Brussels ladies
have conceived the idea, and immediately implemented it, of making flour sacks into pillows.
- Yes Madam; the emblemata are worked with silk; some national colors of ribbons and
bows; some wool in it (or if you prefer, some down and feathers), and so you decorate your
living room with grateful patriotism…”.
Due to these successes, however, the CNSA was quick to regulate the sale of the flour
sacks in such a way that the revenue would benefit not the bakers, but the work of the
Committee: “The sacks in which the flour of America comes to us, have been sold for some
time for the benefit of the CNSA .... The first sales days gave a result that no one was
expecting ... 6.
For the bakeries thus came an end to the independent disposal of the emptied flour sacks,
they had to comply with the rules of the CNSA. The newspapers regularly included articles
about the daily life of the bakers. The war provided them, like other professional groups,
opportunities to show patriotism and compassion, humanitarian action, but also offered the
possibility of fraud and large profits or losses.
Flour sacks and the women
For American relief workers, the
re-use of empty flour sacks was a
matter of course: back home,
tradition dictated that housewives
in need made clothing out of the
sacks, an approach inspired by
functionality and frugality. Belgium
came to know the tradition
through Madame Vandervelde,
wife of Minister of State Emile
Vandervelde.
She stayed in the United States to
ask for help for the needs of the
Belgian population from
September 1914 to March 1915
and was able to raise an amount
of $ 300,000 through the
"Madame Vandervelde Fund".
Madame Lalla Vandervelde Speyer (18701965), part-time actress and writer. Born in
England to German parents. First wife of
Emile Vandervelde. Photograph: Mathilde
Weil, Philadelphia. Source: Lalla
Vandervelde, Monarchs and Millionaires,
1925. Courtesy of Institut Emile
Vandervelde, Brussels
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Het Vlaamsche Nieuws, May 29, 1915
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In Buffalo, New York, industrialists gave her
fund a ship loaded with 10,000 sacks of flour:
“sacks made of fine cloth and fine fabric, so that
they can be used subsequently and transformed
into clothing and household textiles for the
benefit of the population”.7
The Americans' recommendation to re-use the
flour sacks was followed, although the actual
clothing and textile supply in occupied Belgium
through the CNSA was a matter of locally
collected used or superfluous clothing and the
distribution of shiploads of new and used
clothing from the US and Canada.
The Belgian women made jackets and (under)
trousers from flour sacks, especially for
children. However, they found the flour sacks so
special that they also sewed playful, smooth
pinafores and dresses for their daughters. The
girls were photographed and the images went
around the world, to the benefactors, to show
them how happy and grateful the children were.
Flour sack with print “War Relief Donation, Flour from
Madame Vandervelde Fund. Belgian Relief Fund, Buffalo,
N.Y. USA, 49 Lbs.” Art & History Museum collection,
Brussels, inv. nr. Tx 2630. © KMKG, Brussels

L’Œuvre du Vêtement: Women at work in a sewing workshop in Namur. The Ouvroir of the "Ladies Namuroises"
offered employment to 110 workers and led their homework. Six Ouvroirs were active in Namur and the
surrounding area with more than 400 workers, plus 150 home workers. Fig. L'événement illustré no. 9, April 1915
Source: IFFM
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Le XXe siècle: journal d’union et d’action catholique’ van January 16, 1915
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A school class in Laeken, in the foreground are children with emptied, cotton flour sacks, richly decorated with
embroidery, needle work and lace with patriotic motifs. École Gardienne VI, 1914-1915. (Photo courtesy of Eric
Christiaens)

‘Decorated flour sacks’
The transformation cult of flour sacks was born. Belgian women from well-to-do circles,
active in local committees under the protection of the CNSA, took to the initiative decisively:
under their leadership, the emptied flour sacks with sewing, needle and embroidery
underwent a complete metamorphosis into "decorated flour sacks".
Out of generosity, resistance, and the desire to create beauty, the ladies had colorful items
made that they would like to bring home as souvenirs and found nice mementos to sell for
charity in Belgium, France, England and the United States. Even empty and unprocessed,
the flour sacks with logos from the millers and texts from the relief givers were so beautiful
that they formed an attractive souvenir.
The processing, including elegant embroidery, needle and lace transformed the flour sacks
into beautiful cushions, tea hats, wall panels, table runners, bags and aprons. In 1915 it was
soon all the rage to process flour sacks throughout occupied Belgium.
"The relic of heroic people"
The newspaper wrote in Turnhout, province of Antwerp: “... our feminine element has
sought and found a means of expressing deep gratitude to the Americans with as much fine
tact as generosity.
And look at the bags in which American flour is sent to us and some of which bear the name
of the world-famous billionaire Rockefeller, they have displayed their art in beautiful needle
and embroidery, on which they picture the maps of Belgium, the province of Antwerp,
flowers and figures have been worked out and embroidered, sometimes trimmed with fine
real Turnhout edges and which will soon elicit an exclamations of astonishment and
admiration in the new world, yes maybe will be sold at the price of hundreds or thousands of
dollars.
After all, is it a memento of that small but brave people, of those heroic Belgians who have
fulfilled their patriotic duty so honorably and gloriously? ... Is it the work of the mothers, of
the sisters of those admirable soldiers, who now want to send a small but meaningful
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memento with their own art
and own manual labor to
the protectors of our people
and our nation that will be
received and preserved
there in the large families
like the relic of a heroic
people, fighting for their
rights, their freedom and
independence??…”8.
"Memories of deeply
ravaged Belgium"
From Opwijk, province of
Flemish Brabant, the
message came: “We are
still well supplied with food:
America takes care of
everything. Long live
America! We get wholemeal
flour and flour every week
and if we use a bit of farm
flour, we eat the tastiest
bread; ...
We now show our gratitude
to our benefactors,
embroider empty flour bags
with tricolor drawings and
inscription: "The grateful
Opwijck to the United
States", and others. I make
a ”milieu-de-table” and so
everyone contributes
something.
This is how people work in
all villages and it seems that
our work is being sold for
dollars to the billionaires
who want souvenirs of
deeply ravaged Belgium.
The proceeds are for us...”9.

Ferdine De Wachter (1897-1973), baker's daughter from Terhagen (Rumst),
province of Antwerp, is proudly standing next to her embroidered flour sack.
The Minnesota Committee was the sender of the flour. Ferdine embroidered
the Flemish lion with banner “They will not tame him”, the initials AE of King
Albert and Queen Elisabeth, a coat of arms and the dates 1914 1915. What
happened to the beautiful specimen is unknown. Photograph 1915 Photo
courtesy of Rumesta Historical Circle.

‘Mère brode a ma place des sacs d’Am…’
The following message came from Brussels: “The sacks were then handed over to young
girls who manufacture all kinds of very beautiful things from them, all kinds of war souvenirs
or expressions of gratitude towards generous America...”10
You wonder if the girls themselves were so happy with their assignment when reading the
diary "Le Cahier Perdu" from "J.v.d.K". The girl noted:
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De Kempenaar, March 21, 1915
De Belgische Standaard, May 7, 1915
10
Journal des petites affiches: weekblad voor het arrondissement Leuven, June 6, 1915
9
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April 26, 1915: ... Mother embroiders sacks of Am at my place...
April 28, 1915: ... At school we embroider the am flour sacks ... Nothing new under the sun
(song of my youth) ...”.
The girls were embroidering at (sewing) schools. Some boredom will not have been strange
to them, explaining why this girl’s mother had put in the stitches for her. As the embroidery
was performed as part of their education, the girls received no remuneration for their work.

The Saint Nicholas holiday in December 1915. L'événement illustré December 4, 1915. Source: IFFM
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"Nice memories, very useful as a gift"
In Ghent, an official committee “Le Comité des Sacs Américains” (The Committee of
American Sacs) was formed within the provincial Comité de Secours et d’Alimentation for
working on and embroidering the flour sacks.
The 1915 Tribute Book from the city of Ghent mentioned:
‘Secours Discret, Section D: Aide et protection aux brodeuses (Œuvres des Sacs
Américains). Cette section dont s’occupent spécialement:
Mesdames Baronne de Crombrugge, J. Feyerick, E. de Hemptinne, Vande Putte,
a pris l’initiative de transformer en coussins brodés et autres ouvrages artistiques, les sacs à
farine (aux marques de fabriques originales) reçus de l’Amérique….
La vente se fait au profit du Comité Provincial de Secours et l’entreprise assure un salaire à
un certain nombre d’ouvrières’.
(“Discrete Aid, Section D: Aid and Protection for Embroiderers (Work of American Sacks).
This committee of which are specially concerned:
The ladies Baronne de Crombrugge, J. Feyerick, E. de Hemptinne, Vande Putte…
took the initiative to transform the flour sacks (with the marks of original factories) received
from America into embroidered cushions and other artistic works…
The sale is for the benefit of the Provincial Committee of Relief and the company provides a
salary to a certain number of workers.”).
The Ghent committee focused on sales for its own provincial Committee and remunerated
the embroiderers, in other words, it provided employment.
This was their general approach with regard to charity:
“Calling on "those who are good performers" to come to the aid of their fellow people, by
supporting the communities, by direct assistance or by carrying out urgently needed works.
Providing work is just as good and in many cases even better than charitable assistance.
There would undoubtedly be fewer people on foot and less support if this was observed to
somewhat remedy the general misery”11.
The ladies in Ghent turned out to be working for the Saint Nicholas’ holiday sale:
“The committee of American flour sacks has decided, with the prospect of St. Nicholas gifts,
to sell a whole new series, beautifully embroidered sacks and a multitude of items made by
means of sacks originating from the United States.
Each of these items carries an American factory brand, artfully embroidered!
They are nice memories, very useful as a gift; what is more, the purchase of each of these
objects is good work since the proceeds of the sale serve to provide for the maintenance of
numerous workers and to increase the income of the "Work of the War Orphans"12.
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Journal des petites affiches: weekblad voor het arrondissement Leuven November 12, 1916
De Gentenaar. De landwacht, De kleine patriot, November 17, 1915
9

Proceeds
In the various newspaper reports, there appeared to be hopeful expectations about the
proceeds of the empty flour sacks, both in unprocessed and decorated condition:
"it seems that our work is being sold for dollars to the billionaires.”
To give an impression of the actual amounts that were collected in Belgium with the sale of
flour sacks, a summary of some selling prices per sack, total amounts of the proceeds of
exhibitions and estimates mentioned in newspaper reports, follows:
- Borgworm/Waremme, province of Liège: “The non-processed sacks are
sold 4 fr...the embroidered flour sacks 15 fr.”13
- Brussels: "In the Cinquantenaire Museum in Brussels, 300 sacks were
exhibited, which many find enthusiasts and often buyers at prices ranging
from 20 to 50 francs."14
- Louvain: “Werk van den Kapmantel sends a report of its work since its
foundation on March 15, 1915 to April 20, 1918.
The gross receipt is
44,981.71 fr.
expenditure on expenses 15,096.90 fr.
net profit
29,884.81 fr.
The exhibition of American sacks, held in March 1916, yielded a net profit
of 9,470.70 fr.
The performances and concerts, collections and tombolas 12,519.34 fr.”15
- Liège: “City of Liège, Work of the Discrete Aid; Report presented to the
General Assembly of July 20th, 1919: Funds collected by the help of our
members:
Exhibition of American sacks January 5, 1916: 2,762.62 fr.
Sale of American sacks 1916:
3,127.95 fr.“
The profits that the Belgian women collected were therefore worth talking about. Their
ongoing efforts and charitable actions proved financially successful and gave courage to the
citizens.

Sales exhibition of embroidered flour sacks in Louvain: “The profits of 9,470.70 fr. are worth talking about”.
Source: Het volk: christen werkmansblad, June 14, 1916
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Le Télégraphe, Quotidien Liégeois d’Information, January 1 and 2, 1916
De Stem uit België, March 31, 1916
15
Journal des petites affiches: weekblad voor het arrondissement Leuven, July 7, 1918
14
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Sales exhibition of embroidered, painted and unprocessed flour sacks by the CNSA at the Anspachlaan,
Brussels, in the offices where the Red Star Line used to be located. The head of the saleswoman is visible in the
center of the image. Marcovi Editor, Brussels, postcard. Photograph courtesy of KBR, Brussels
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The Furnes Bakery Museum flour sack collection
The Furnes Bakery Museum collection consists of three embroidered and one unprocessed
flour sack, two from the USA and two from Canada.
List of the Furnes Bakery Museum flour sack collection
Country;
Province/State Inv.nr
Brand
Company
Canada, Ontario 23040 Capitol
Empire Flour Mills Limited
Canada,
Québec
23037 Cascade*)
McDonald & Robb*)
Union Mills/Sperry Flour
USA, Californië
23038 Stocktonia
Company
Hunter's
USA, Kansas
23039 Select
Hunter Milling Co.

City
Blenheim

Size in
inch
35x19

Valleyfield 16x13
Stockton

28x14

Wellington 27x16
*) attribution based on comparison with folding screen panels in the IFFM collection, Ypres.

Relief from Canada
Although popularly referred to as "American Sacks", a lot of preserved flour sacks from
WWI are from Canada. Canada provided food relief to Belgium on a large scale, the country
donated far more aid per capita than the United States.
The persistent unfamiliarity with the Canadian relief is due to the non-neutrality of the
country. It was immediately involved in the war on the side of France and England, being
part of the British Empire. Therefore, in occupied Belgium, adequate publicity could not be
made for relief efforts by the Canadians, and everything happened under the banner of
Americans who were neutral until April 1917.
Canadian relief for Belgium got underway in part thanks to the banker H. Prud’homme in
Montreal.
At the beginning of September 1914, he received a letter from fellow banker Lambert from
Brussels with the urgent request to start a relief campaign.
Prud’homme executed the request with gusto.
He prepared an accurate report of all donations in the report “Relief Work for the Victims of
the War in Belgium”.

The first four Canadian ocean steamers with relief supplies fo r Belgium left from Halifax. Source:“Report on
Donations”, H. Prud’homme, 1915
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“Capitol”, Empire Flour Mills Limited,
Blenheim, Ontario, Canada
The unprocessed flour sack "Capitol"
leads back to the history of the town of
Blenheim in the County of Kent, as
described by the local pastor
Armstrong. In 1884 the Scottish James
Rutherford established a flour factory
here, known as "The Big Mill". In 1912 a
link was established with the Empire
Flour Mills. In 1914, Canada became
involved in the war and patriotic
initiatives flourished. Several women's
associations devoted themselves to
fundraising activities ‘they twice helped
to fill a freight car with goods for Belgian
relief.’
The Prud’homme report confirms the
two shipments:
- “Goods shipped by SS Calcutta which
sailed from Halifax on December 19th,
1914 and arrived at Rotterdam, Holland
on January 8th, 1915:
Car no. 104746: Donated by the Kent
Farmer’s produce Co., Blenheim, Ont.:
140 sacks flour.”
- “Goods shipped by SS Treneglos
which sailed from Halifax on January 26,
1915 for Rotterdam, Holland:
Car no. 213324: Gift of Patriotic
Committee of Howard, Blenheim and
Ridgetown: flour, beans and clothing.”
“Capitol”, cotton flour sack with print from Blenheim, Ontario,
Canada. The flour sack has remained unprocessed in
Belgium, 1914-1915. Furnes Bakery Museum collection
inv.no. 23040 (Courtesy author)

The image "Capitol" of the parliament
building in the capital Ottawa, province
of Ontario, has special symbolism in
retrospect. In 1916 the building burned down completely, after which a new building was
erected. The parliament building depicted on the flour sack is the old, original building. The
flour sack has been a gift from K. Comhaire (also donator of inventory number 23039
"Hunter’s Select").

Flour sack “Capitol”, detail; image of the Canadian
parliament building in Ottawa before 1916. Furnes
Bakery Museum collection (Courtesy author)
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“Valleyfield”, cotton flour sack, Quebec, Canada, embroidered cushion cover with scalloped border, made in
Belgium, 1914-1915, Furnes Bakery Museum collection, inv.no. 23037. (Courtesy author)

“Valleyfield”, Québec, Canada
The flour sack “Valleyfield" has undergone a makeover due to
Belgian needlework. It is a small cushion cover with scalloped
border and an embroidered “tribute": ‘Farine offerte par les
Citoyens de Valleyfield, (Prov. Québec, Canada) aux Habitants
de L’Héroique Belgique’. On the inside there is a "Valleyfield
Que" print, but otherwise there is no print with a brand or
company name.

The inside of the 'Valleyfield'
cushion cover. Furnes Bakery
Museum collection (Courtesy.
author)
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“Valleyfield”, panel in folding screen of cotton flour sack "McDonald & Robb's Cascade" Valleyfield, Québec,
Canada, embroidered in Belgium, 1914-1915. In Flanders Fields Museum collection, Ypres, inv. nr. 002733
(Courtesy author)
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The search for more knowledge about the
origin of the flour sack led to Ypres. In the
IFFM collection there is an identical flour
sack "Valleyfield", which has been used as
part of an elegant folding screen. The
"paravent" of 1.80 m by 1.35 m has 8
panels with painted and embroidered
pieces of flour sacks and a mirror in the
lowest center panel. Two panels appear to
be made from one flour sack "Valleyfield".
The tribute text is located in the middle left
panel, embroidered with beige, shiny yarns.
The top right panel reveals the brand name
"Cascade" from the McDonald & Robb mill
in Valleyfield, Québec, as the sender of the
flour sack.
Although the cushion cover in the Bakery
Museum does not have the brand name
nor the name of the mill, the printing on the
inside with 'Valleyfield - Que', in the same
typography as the printing of the folding
screen panel, gives reason to assume that
the cushion cover is made of a 'Cascade'
flour sack. This will have been printed on
two sides: one side with the brand name
and the milling company, the reverse side
with the tribute text. Only the reverse side
with the tribute text has been used for the
cushion cover as well as the bottom strip of
the brand name side.

"McDonald & Robb's Cascade", panel in folding screen
of cotton flour sack, Valleyfield, Québec, Canada,
embroidered in Belgium, 1914-1915. In Flanders Fields
Museum collection, Ypres, inv. nr. 002733 (Courtesy
author)

McDonald & Robb was a flour mill based in Salaberry-de-Valleyfield. James Robb (18591929) joined the company with his uncle in 1875, became a partner and was president of
the company until his death. Robb was politically active, he held the office of mayor from
1906 to 1911, after which he became a federal administrator.
The Prud’homme report confirms the shipment of flour:
- “Goods shipped by SS Calcutta which sailed from Halifax on December 19th, 1914 and
arrived at Rotterdam, Holland on January 8th, 1915:
Car no. 23821:
Donated by City of Valleyfield, P.Q.: 200 bags flour, aml
Donated by McDonald & Robb, Valleyfield, P.Q.: 200 bags flour.
Once in Belgium and once emptied, the flour sack would have been cut into pieces in an
ouvroir or at a school and a pillow cover would have been drawn. The cover is stitched
together by sewing machine, the shell edge is also fitted by sewing machine. The letters of
the tribute text are embroidered in the colors of the Belgian and Canadian flag. Four
embroidered flags refer to the Allied countries.
The Furnes Bakery Museum has received the cushion cover for its collection through a gift
from an anonymous donor.
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The flour sacks were rinsed and washed before the seamstresses and embroiderers went to work.
Neverthelaess, leftover flour can be found regularly in the decorated flour sacks, such as here inside
the cushion cover “Valleyfield”. Furnes Bakery Museum collection (Courtesy author)

Detail of two flags on the "Valleyfield" cushion cover, the left
flag is the Belgian one, the yarns of the right flag is faded on
the outside of the cover. Furnes Bakery Museum collection
(Courtesy author)

Detail of two flags on the "Valleyfield" cushion cover, on the inside
the yarns have retained their color: the French flag appears to be
embroidered next to the Belgian one. Furnes Bakery Museum
collection (Courtesy author)
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“Stocktonia”, cotton flour sack from Union Mills/Sperry Flour Company, Stockton,
California, embroidered in Belgium, 1914-1915. Furnes Bakery Museum collection,
inv.no. 23038 (Courtesy author)
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“Stocktonia”, Union Mills/Sperry Flour Company, Stockton, California, USA
The Union Mills flour sack is embroidered with brand and company name and the image of
the mill.
We know what the flour sack looked like in its
unprocessed state, because of the copy in the
Art & History Museum collection in Brussels,
described by Professor Guy
Delmarcel, Louvain University.
The color of the printed design
on the flour sack was entirely
green, except for the brand
name "STOCKTONIA", which
was in red.
Comparison of the two flour
sacks shows: the embroiderer
of the flour sack in the Bakery The American flag
Museum has followed the
on the mill. On the
pattern of the drawings
canvas the color of
the original print is
meticulously but with their
dimly blurred.
own color choice: the colors
Furnes Bakery
of the yarns are the red-white- Museum collection
blue of the American flag.
(Courtesy author)
The mill is placed on the
canvas in embroidered lines, all letters are
carefully embroidered and embellished in various
stitches.

The embroiderer of the “Stocktonia” flour sack in
the Furnes Bakery Museum collection followed
the pattern of the image on the sack as can be
seen from this image of the unprocessed
“Stocktonia” flour sack in the Brussels’ Art &
History Museum collection, inv. nr. Tx. 2607.
© KMKG-MRAH, Brussels

“Union Mills" is playful and multicolored with
"French buttons", an embroidery stitch that
consists of a ball on top of the fabric, fully
embroidered.
Before and/or after the embroidery was finished,
the sack must have been washed, blurring the
green colors of the print. There is no trace of the
red letters "Stocktonia".

“French buttons”.playful embroidery stitches in
the letters Union Mills. Detail “Stocktonia” flour
sack, Furnes Bakery Museum collection
(Courtesy author)
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In August 1914, Mrs Lou Henry
Hoover (sitting 4th from left) was still
in London and worked with the
"American Relief Committee" on the
return of American tourists, stranded
in Europe by the outbreak of WWI, to
the USA. Photograph courtesy of the
Herbert Hoover Presidential LibraryMuseum

In all likelihood, the flour sack must have been part of the California state relief action in the
fall of 1914. From his office in London, Herbert Hoover, director of the CRB, called on all
states in the USA to send a ship with relief supplies. His wife, Lou Henry Hoover, who was
staying with their two sons in California, received an urgent telegram from her husband on
October 26, 1914, to help the Belgian population from her state.
Her mission succeeded: SS Camino left San Francisco on December 6, 1914 for the trip to
Rotterdam. Once in Belgium and emptied, the flour sack may have been embroidered in
Brussels. The donor of the bag, P. Quintin, is from Brussels.

Telegram from Herbert Hoover, director of the Commission for Relief in Belgium, in London, to his wife Lou
Henry Hoover in San Francisco, October 26, 1914. Courtesy Herbert Hoover Presidential Library-Museum
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“Hunter’s Select”, Hunter Milling Co., Wellington, Kansas, USA
The flour sack ‘Hunter’s Select’ is intensively embroidered. At the center of the sack is a
hunting scene with a female hunter and her hunting dog with prey in a hilly landscape with a
flowing stream.
The embroiderer has created contours, letting white and red flowers stand out amongst the
grass. The letters are filled in satin stitch with shiny yarns. The colors of the American flag,
the stars-and-stripes, are artfully incorporated into the letters H, S, S and T of the Hunter’s
Select brand, as a patriotic sign in the embroidery.
Jeff R. Bridgman, an antiquarian in York County, Pennsylvania,
provided further information about the meaning of the female
hunter: “The illustration is unusual because the hunter is a
woman. Knowledge of the Suffrage movement is paramount to
understanding why. In 1912 Kansas became the 9th state to
adopt women’s suffrage, passing full suffrage for all levels of
voting, municipal, state and federal. States beyond the
Mississippi led the charge in the Suffrage cause, recognizing the
value of the contribution of women in settling the American
West”.16
The city of Wellington in the state of Kansas is still known as
A hunter in the field as a
"Wheat Capital of the World". George H. Hunter bought the
suffragette symbol. Detail
Wellington flour mill in 1878. Unfamiliar with the miller's trade, he flour sack “Hunter’s Select”.
was willing to learn. Within a short time, he was considered to be Furnes Bakery Museum
collection. (Courtesy author)
very knowledgeable and he developed the company into
Kansas's second largest flour mill outside of Kansas City.
In 1914 Hunter was mayor of Wellington and he will have actively contributed to the success
of the relief campaign to gather Belgian Relief Flour.17
In 1946 the company was taken over by the Ross-Zimmerman Milling Company.18
On February 11, 1915, the ocean steamer SS South Point departed from Philadelphia with
275,000 sacks of flour on board, coming from the subscribers and advertisers of the
Northwestern Miller, the millers trade magazine, based in Minneapolis. The newspaper
published the names of all contributors to the relief campaign. The list states: “Hunter
Milling Co. and employees listed for 60 barrels of flour”, equivalent to 240 bags of 49 LBS.
The cotton sack will thus have arrived in Belgium in March 1915 as part of the Northwestern
Miller's relief effort.

Detail “Hunter’s Select”: the lower strip of the flour
sack has been shortened. Furnes Bakery Museum
collection. (Courtesy author)

16

Bridgman, Jeff R., ‘WWI Belgian Hunger Relief Flour Sack from Kansas, embroidered by Belgian
Women’, www.jeffbridgman.com, accessed June 6, 2019
17
Connelley, William E., A Standard History of Kansas and Kansans. Chicago: Lewis, 1918.
Transcription by Tom & Carolyn Ward, www.ksgenweb.org, accessed June 6, 2019
18
Dr. Edward N. Tihen's Notes from Wichita Newspapers, Special Collections and University
Archives, Wichita State University Libraries. Subject Search: Kansas Milling Company, p. 7. Eagle
1959, Sunday, May 31, 1959 Magazine p. 6
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“Hunter’s Select”, cotton flour sack from the Hunter Milling Co., Wellington, Kansas; embroidered in Belgium,
1914-1915, Furnes Bakery Museum collection, inv. no. 23039. (Courtesy author)
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“Hunter’s Select”, cotton flour sack from
the Hunter Milling Co., Wellington,
Kansas; embroidered in Belgium, 19141915. This embroidered flour sack has
been sent to the USA and is included in a
private collection. Photo courtesy of Jeff
R. Bridgman, American Antiques Inc.

After emptying in a bakery, the
flour sack is likely to have been
embroidered in Ghent. The person
who donated the bag to the
Bakery Museum has stated that
the flour sack was from her
grandparents. Her grandfather
Henri Comhaire resided as
chairman of a community in
Ghent. Her grandmother has kept
two flour sacks from this period:
an embroidered and an
unprocessed flour sack (inv. no.
23040 "Capitol"). The "Committee
of American Sacks" in Ghent may
have taken on the embroidery.
A second, equal flour sack
"Hunter’s Select" from Hunter
Milling Co., Wellington, Kansas is
included in a private collection in
the United States. The flour sack is
also embroidered and on the
reverse side the following words
are printed: "Belgian Relief Flour
49 LBS". The embroidery of the
letters is executed as a contour
with shadow effect, print and
embroidery threads are
coordinated in mono tones.
A comparison of the two flour sacks shows the difference in approach of the Belgian
embroiderers and the individuality that they gave to each of the sacks through the
embroidery.
The print formed the pattern, and the women in Belgium processed the flour sacks, as the
Belgian newspaper De Kempenaar reported in March 1915: "Using their own art and their
own manual labor to create a meaningful memento ... as the relic of a heroic people who are
fighting for their rights, their freedom and independence”.
These flour sacks are souvenirs that the Furnes Bakery Museum is right to store with care
and display with pride.
Annelien van Kempen
Researcher/artist in Voorburg, The Netherlands
Website: http://meelzak.annelienvankempen.nl
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Detail of reverse side of flour sack “Hunter's Select” with printed text: “Belgian Relief Flour. 49 LBS”.
Furnes Bakery Museum collection. (Courtesy author)

The CNSA guaranteed the authenticity of
the flour sacks with a blue stamp, as shown
here on the “Hunter’s Select” flour sack.
(Private collection, USA). The four flour
sacks of the Furnes Bakery Museum have
not been provided with stamps. Photo
courtesy of Jeff R. Bridgman, American
Antiques Inc.
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